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ROD SEVELT

He is Refused Admission
to Swell
Hotels at Los Angeles and Camped With an Humble Editor.
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EVERYBODY THINKS HE
CAN EDIT NEWSPAPER.
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Associated Press Greatest News Gathering Organization in the World
Address By Geo. Ade.
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Xew York, April 29. George Ade
was among the speakers at the joint
I'
banquet in this city last night of the Santa Feans Ai
Associated Press and the American
Cottages All i.
Publishers' Association,
Newspaper
I Did."
City
delivering a brief address on "Help,
ing the Editor." Mr. Ade said:
"Mr. Toastmaster and Gentlemen :
LED AN ANTI-VIC- E
INTERUBBAN
RAILROAD PLAT The Association Press is a
AND
great in- BRICK, . STONE
HUUUL
home of a negro editor.
stitution. Around a newsnaner office
we always felt easv in our minds if
Boxing in Secret.
Secretary of the Interior Tells Ben Lomond, Calif., April 29. Part Reservoir Is Largest Artificial District Court Officials Will Be we knew that the Associated Press Six and Seven Rooms Prevail.
was on the job. My out. of town as-- j
of Jim Jeffries' future training bouts
Simply Story of Kis
Bound fpr Taos ToBody of Water in
Some of Them Will Be
signments were usually given to me
behind
probably, will be conducted
Career.
the World.
morrow.
Rented.
the following words: "Send in a
;in
closed doors. Berger says that Jef'
the
good
Associated Press will
story
fries has frequently complained of the
April 29. Secretary
Washington,
"Washington, I). C, April 29. The j Through the death at Ruidoso of cover the fact.'
'lie question ofleii raised in the
influence
exerted
distracting
specby
soon
the
took
after
stand
Ballinger
"1 respect the Associated Press heRoosevelt dam. the eroat engineering ( !;;,rlt;s Wingfield, county commission- Why are there not more
past:
detators
and
because
of
to
this
and
the Ballinger-Pincho- t
inquiry began
0r fCl" ,n? third listrk't f Lincoln, a cause it has nothing to do with the 'date houses for rent in Santa Fe?"
work
in
connection
with
,
Salt
river
the
new
fighting tactics, which Jefthis morning and Mr. Vertrees at once velop
has occurred which Governor Sunday supplement.
The Associated j is being answered
nearlv va"ancy
by enterprising
launched into a direct examination of ifries and trainers desire to keep under irrigation project in Arizona,ti', is .mvcrri.
Vlllls is f a!led "I'on to fill. J. B. Tul- - Press never sent in a heavy editorial Santa Feans who are showinir their
:uui
vpsterriav
competed
cover, it is said that secret boxing
the cabinet officer.
01 KUlao'50' a we" Known n,ercna,,t at 11 P- - m- and marke'1 11
It ; confidence in the future of this.citv
hereafter will be part of the big fel- Iment closed its cement plant at Roose- Mr. Bal'inger recounted the story of
an lauuiu.uu Jul in.:
10 gO Wlttl tne am! county even before the statehood
"ao
uiuereil
iviuuui
piCUlieS
TllP
man
velt.
the
.rnvprnnwilt
l,rra
low's program.
1L
his career up to the time be became
wuu
ca,u a,ou,m ihe bill :: signed.
ufacture of cement .for tbe Aam npnrJv ""?.?'""
commissioner of the general land of"e had ,10t
Just now there is what might be
fan Ju.an cown,'.and '! 11 m'xt iay t0 i,1(luire
five years ago. because of its inability
01
a
e
of GLARING ERRORS IN
,or
"I'fice on the earnest solicitation
Associated
The
Press appropriately
lca0'
termed a "building
t.
to obtain cement uriooM me .
'
GOVERNMENT CLASSIFICATION on
place. George W. Coe of Glencoe bears the same relations to the mod- - liooin" in the ancient city. And it is
President Roosevelt, Secretary Garaccount of the inaaccesibilitv of.lis plwfl
1.
n , i
ITo
t'n, tllo
nifmTmnil
....1
Am.ifiifin iu;i.i naui-firn
w ...
J"-tl,n(
nu- - hailed with delight by those who want
nun. ,tilt
t., nl:ir.
field and Senator Piles. He reverti" .11UVJH.1H1
the dam site. Engineers of the recla-- j wa3 tne
id
in
man
candidate
anti-vic- e
business
opdoes
to
Republican
the
to see the city grow.
Unerican
to
he
ed
led, Lands Classed as Timber Much More ination
the
crusa.ie,
service state that the works j position to Wingfield at the last elec- - family. It stands in the back
The houses are being made of a
while mayor of Seattle.
ground,
Valuable for Fruit and
have saved the government more than i, ion. Wingfield was an old timer ami
provides the wherewithal, keeps out variety of material. Some are of brick,,
Grain.
"They knew I would enforce the
i iie reservoir created oy tne t was former v eomitv
fuo.uuu.
assessor.
He of the spotlight, takes all tin blame others of stone and the old fashioned
law, and I did!" he said emphatically.
nam ih tne latest artificial body Oi i was a stock raiser and live.l at. tbf ;infl wts
liitn. tTlorv. it is adobe- is also being used. The average
Mr. Vertrees asked Mr. Ballinger
ai.t-- i
Spokane, Wash., April 29. Byron H
m me ui iu. ine capacity is ; loot or tne
mountains. He was respected but not featured on the sue of the cottages is six room or
lute
wnether he knew any of the Cunning-- j Williams of Spokane, who with Leon- sixty-on- e
billion cubic feet, which if noted as a nimrod. A largo family front page. When there is a
grand seven room, with balh. Some of them
ham Alaskan coal claimants, at the ard McCrea and others cruised all the
spieau over Delaware would cover survives mm. A brother lives at jubilee, father and the Associated u il! have that pebble dash front that,
time be become commissioner. He land in the Coeur d'Alene Indian
that state to the depth of a foot. The Three Rivers, Otero county.
Press are behind the potted palms is
on the Santa Fe depot. Many
he is not aware that he knew ervation, upon which filings will be dam will be completed in June, but the; George A. Titsworth,
postmaster at with the orchestra checking up the think this is attractive.
any of them at that time, but had made May 2 and the following days, project will not be formally opened. Cnpit an and P. G. Peters, are also expense.
f. h. Dorman, who some time ago
since discovered that he knew six says in his reporttfhat the government until fall. It will havecjM-WCT,Oii(- )
j
"I am glad to be here for several cam? here from the east and put' up
being named for the place.
j
whom he named.
'
classification is not to be relied upon. and will water
2t0j1icres of land.! yy. R White, a Missouri Republi- - reasons.whatXow that you may have for- -- a fine residence commanding a superb
"Did you have any interest in Alas-- ! The most glaring errors have been A movement
you paid for it, I am will- v;.-foot to have Mr. 'can, who has buen doing good partv gotten
has again demonstrated his con- kan lands," asked Mr. Vertrees. "I made, he adds, because the men
to
the gentlemen who bought fnlence in this country's resources bv
Roosevelt oiPh the project on his. work is also considered n eanrlidaie
no interest in Alaskan or any oth-'- . ployed to do the work did not have birthdaysOctober 27
I sold you an as-- !
jiny merchandise.
vho is in the running.
building a fine brick house a short
er lands whatsoever, either directly sufficient time to go over the land
tu capuai leuers ana a job distance from his own residence.
It
jBuini.viii
Notaries
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.
!...:Appointed.
,
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Governor
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with emphasis.
Mr. Ballinger also they were not competent foresters and
. ,
tiiougnt you were getting a new brand tain seven rooms with bath. It will
MAY TWENTY-EIGHThomas X. Wilkerson of iiijuqutM,.
of hmm. Vnr,- - r,f,c T .,,i,i
said his firm represented no one in: were unable to estimate the value of
have hot and cold water and other
Alaska, with the possible exception of the timber and agricultural possibili- - - . t .
comforts and will be rented out 1o
.
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Then I would read some of thp tl,f.r some one who
Watson, a lumberman, who had some ties of the land accurately. He charges un.jr
appreciates a thoroughat a Formal Session of Both
lasco, notaries public.
in placer gold
interest
stuff and take courage.
diggings also that the land classed as timber
(syndicate
ly
of abode.
sanitary
place
Houses.
i
,
hailroad Files Plat.
huu nni
r
"Evprv man
around Nome, and the Pioneer Min- is worth more for fruit and grain,
to nave line new
t'.it'cis
juiniciii
Th1
Mexico
Pacific
and
tlr.nks that he can edit a newspaper, house finished in six weeks.
'
ing Company, organized in 1904 and while the land upon which the value
London,
April 29. The Budget railway today filed a blue print plat write a comic opera and manage a ho-1903, largely by Scandinavians, whose is fixed at $3.60 an acre is worth not
ih
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...i, De.'ieve that
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interests are around Nome. He then less than $55 TTa estimated tliA tim- - iirl,iT.
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Cruces
the last year received assents
told of having come to Washington
Agriculturral College. about the hotel business
s'i'iiated on Weber street and will be
jber resources at from 800,000,000 to 1, during
The filing was made in the office of
The
this
House
Lords
of
morning.
and of the interview he Qiad at the 000,000,000 feet of
"When I went to Chicago to help of stone. It will contain six rooms
yellow pine, 250,- - and House of Commons met in for- Territorial Secretarry Natlhan Jaffa.
WTiite House with President RooseVictor f. Lawson uplift a community and will be quite modern in its style.
000,000 feet of fir and tamarack and mal session
velt soon after his arrival. Raising
today to (hear the recall Charles L. Post is the chief engineer. that did not want to be uplifted, I no
Frank Andrews, the well known
pine, or of the assent. Not more than a dozen
his voice, Mr. Ballinger said: "The 60,000,000 feet of white
District Court.
ticed every day, in going to the roof tus'ness man, has begun a six room
400 mills in the memoers were
to
the
supply
enough
President said to me as he greeted
present, uottt Houses Suit was brought this forenoon in ; gaxden, a large'and welllighted apart- - a lobe house on Don Caspar avenue.
18
until Maj 28.
iAe flfetrk-- cotrt .for Santa-'-Peme; 'I have no apologias to make, Bal- Inland Empire with logs for
adjourned
It- k:U haTrflt.he.i)ebb!e flash, front
edii'nty
months.
linger, I'm glad you are here, any man
by John S. Candelario vs. Vidal Mora gentlemen were seated at roll
jnd will lie neat and rnmfnrtniiio air.
to recover balance due on note for j desks
who could clean up Seattle as you
ROSWELL BOY DIES WHILE
or winter.
talking about. . circulation. Most'mer
Many people think
,
.
.
COTTON NOT BADLY
did, can clean up that land office.' "
OE tnem wprp
VISITING RELATIVES. $120.
hfir nn ndn w (hn,,co ,c i Mini
fcmn , mo- inl tti
jimi-nDAMAGED IN TEXAS.
Mr. Ballinger then described how
The district court officials will they smoked the more enthusiastic for this country and when properly
he "climbed up" the land office relatI finished the adobe can be made to look
Dawson, N. M., April 28. Willie leave tomorrow for Taos. Judge John they became about the circulation.
San Antonio, Texas, April 29.
Smart, the small son of Thomas Smart R. McFie will go direct from Mora learned that these aristocrats of our quite attractive.
ing in detail the many changes he had
David Lowitzki's two brick cottages
made and the innovations he had in- Advices received Ihere from practic- of Roswell, died early this morning where he is holding court. District profession were what is known as the
troduced. Explaining why he put H. ally every part of southwest Texas after a brief illness. The boy, accom- Attorney Charles C. Catron will make business end of the paper. About the Oil College avenue are nearlv com- K. Love in charge of the Alaskan coal state that cotton did not suffer during panied by his grandmother, Mrs. J. C. the trip overland in his automobile. time we began to diagram the daily pitted and will prove a valuab'le ad- cases instead of H. T. Jones, another the recent cool spell and that a bump- Thompson, was at Dawson visiting District Clerk Frank Shearon, Court murder they would put on their topidiiion to the roster of new houses for
er crop may be looked for. The heavy relatives when the little fellow took Interpreter Hilario Ortiz and Court coats and dog skin gloves and saun- - rent.
special agent, Mr. Ballinger said he rains
of March and during the first suddenly ill. Relatives at Roswell, Stenographer Mrs. G. F. McNitt as ter over to the Auditorium hotel. In
A. Reingardt, who recently purchaslacked confidence in Jones. "His acof the present month have put Aztec and Madrid have been notified well as a number of
part
those
if
ed
some lots from J. W. Norment is
a
man
from
will
days
young
attorneys,
tion before this committee justifies cotton lands
in the finest possible but no arrangements have been made take the Denver & Rio Grande train somewhere out in the corn belt came also busy erecting brick houses. Mr.
my opinion," said Mr. Ballinger. condition.
to the office and applied for a job Norment himself, it is said, contem
tomorrow.
pending advice from parents.
Jones testified against Ballinger at
he was asked if Ihe had attended a plates building one soon and Attorney
the inquiry.
first-clas- s
western college. If he re- E. P. Davies will also build a house
Mr. Vertrees referred Ballinger to
'Yes' and could produce a letter in the near future, it is stated.
plied
BRIGE
I
the Glavis testimony before the comL
II
from the professor of English showOther persons have purchased lots
mittee, that they had talked about seving that he had written articles for and the day when people bought land
eral specific groups of Alaska coal
the college paper, he was put into the simply to hold it is said to be passing.
claims. "That's a wilful and deliver-at- e
editorial department at $15 a week. If What is wanted now appears to be
HAGUE
OF
RAILROADS
lie," exclaimed Ballinger. He said
he could prove absolutely that Ihe had more buildings in the air and they are
not attended any college, he was springing up.
they discussed the situation in general but he knew nothing about any
to the business department
assigned
Knaw What Was Graciously Received by House Adopts Amendment at $40 a week.
groups. Mr. Vertrees called the wit- Men Do Not
no subservience to t:ie
room
nesses' attention to the matter of the
"I learned upon investigation that I (because there was notcounting
Think
any counting
Consort
They
Wilhelmina
Which
and
Will
They
Provide
Good
en"clear listing" of the Cunningham
had made a mistake in taking up the room) no cog wheels or card indexes
Know
Basis for Assessment
Prince Henry
tries by his order as commissioner in
literary end of the game, so I resimply a majestic figurehead of an
solved to go in for advertising. There- editor who was animated
January, 1908. Mr. Ballinger said he
by a high
and the chief of the field division,
fore I became an author in the rare and patriotic resolve to
promote manHEED
HISTORY
IF
fied
SWI1BS
LAVISHLY GILDED STATE COACH WAS
Schwartz, had gove over the report on
PARTY
NOT
atmosphere of dramatic art as slaughter as often as possible. When
QUESTION
the claims, made by H. K. Love in
practiced today at two dollars a seat he opened up on a man, the man's
or four dollars on the sidewalk, I felt only escape was to walk outside of
August, 1907, and decided that the
claims were entitled to patent.
"I Habit of Good, Careful, Inde Brussels Enthusiastic Over Visit Republicans as Well as Insurf tlhat I am peculiarly qualified to dis our circulation, which he could do in
cuss American newspapers.
want to say right here, now," said Mr.
I can
ten minutes.
pendent Thinking Necessity
of United
of
gents and Democrats Voted proceed with safety because if I say about
"If you hear a man raving about
Ballinger, "If I were passing over
Success.
for
States.
for Proposition.
some claims today with the same recanything uncomplimentary I have a the golden age of American journalscrap book to prove that they began it. ism, when each editor exercised an inord before me, I would say that they
Lawrence, Kans., April 29. "Three-fourth- s
were entitled to be clear listed."
"Everybody wants to help the edi- dividual influence and led the way
29. The physicBrussels, April 29. The Roosevelts
April
Washington,
of the mistakes that a man
tor.
Not as regards cheaper wood through darkness with a flaming
"Did you represent any of the Cunal
valuation
of
left here early this morning for Holrailways is provided
for by an amendment to the railroad pulp or keeping down the pay roll, but torch above his head let it go at
ningham claimants?" asked Mr. Ver- makes are made because he doesn't land. The press of Belgium is
.really know the thing he thinks he
trees.
visit bill offered hy Representative Mad- with suggestions for filling up the pa- that. Don't take the trouble to exover Mr. Roosevelt's
said James Brice, ambassador
Most people still believe that amine the files of that wonderful periknows,"
"I never had any professional or
in what he den of Illinois, and adopted by the per.
from Great Britain, in an address de- mainfesting much pride
every
newspaper must hustle every od or you may be discouraged over
house
130
67.
to
DemoThe
today by
said about the future of the country.
legal business with the men listed as livered here
today before the students
night to get enough copy to separate your present efforts. I plead for a
crats
voted
as
a
in
favor
of
unit
this
Cunningham
Guests of the Netherlands.
entrymen," responded of the University of Kansas. Mr.
the advertisements. Being a post return of those heroic days when
Mr. Ballinger.
The Hague, April 29. The Roose- amendment, while the Republican In- graduate I know that you
Brice urged the necessity of knowing
are compell- every editorial was a trumpet blast
surgents and many others of the maMr. Ballinger was still on the subed to throw columns and columns of and every paragraph was a
ancient as well as modern, velts were the guests of the Nether- jority joined them.
history,
ject of the Alaskan coal claims when and said the habit of good, careful lands today. They arrived this mornstuff on the floor. Very often, in
We used to go to press at two
a recess was taken.
and independent thinking was the best ing from Brussels and were escorted MAN
over a long tariff editorial o'clock, and by four o'clock the whole
glancing
SUCCUMBS
CHLOROTO
I wonder what was thrown k on
Increase in Postoffice Receipts.
intellectual quality with which young from the frontier station at Roosen-daa- l
the population would be out on the streets
FORM IN DOCTOR'S OFFICE.
to
at the royal
Het
where
men
Loo,
on
could
start
life's
floor, however, I am not here to up- waiting for the sounds of assaults and
journey.
Washington, D. C, April 29. The
chateau they were received by Queen
Seattle, Wash., April 29. An au- set any traditions
statement of gross postal receipts at
merely to offer a battery.
Wilhelmina. The queen and Prince topsy on the body of Glen Gregory, an few helpful hints.
the fifty largest offices during the WIFE EARNED MONEY
"The old time editor, tlhe one we all
TO BUY ROULETTE WHEEL. Henry awaited their guests in the en- engraver, who dropped dead in a doc"In the first place the city newspa- read about who stamped his individumonth of March reflects a decided imtrance hall of the palace and the greet- tor's office after a minor surgical oper- per of today as compared with the
on every issue of his paper and
provement in business throughout the
were most cordial. The lavishly ation, showed that he had died from Indiana newspaper of the seventies is ality
29.
Trinidad, Colo., April
did not bother about the press work,
Deputy ings
country, compared with the same
gilded coach used by the royal family the effects of the chloroform used in tame, invertebrate, colorless and apol- do you remember what he called the
month last year. -- Only one office re- District Attorney Fred Clark superinoccasions has been placed the operation. Gregory's father is su ogetic. The first
tended
the
newspaper with man if he didn't care much for him?
burning of a roulette uponthegala
ported a decrease in receipts, that g
by
queen at the disposal of Mr. perintendent of the Ohio state
which I was associated came out every He did not call him a mollycoddle or
wheel.
The
one
alleged
owner,
at Nashville, Tenn. the decrease
'
Thursday from a room over a hard- an insurgent or a malefactor or an
has disappeared, but Ed Foot Roosevelt, during his stay here.
being 5.44 per cent compared with the
ware store.
undesirable.
Red Beech ar6 held for trial on a
and
same month
The postmaster
"The fires of Civil War were still
"He said that the man was a poltof
Mrs. McKenzie
gambling.
at Nashville could give no cause for charge
Indiana's chief occupa- roon, a hell liar, a pusillanimous liar,
smouldering,
in
a
court
afterthis
appeared
jilstice
the decrease.
tion was politics. Nearly every man an unmitigated horse thief, a jackal,
noon and declared she earned the
HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
The total percentage of increase in
X
X was voting as he shot, and some of a marplot, a caitiff, a reptile, a vipen
money to buy the roulette wheel, and
X
If not, or if you have any doubt, fill out this coupon and mail to X them a good deal oftener. Our office a cur and a whelp. .
gross receipts for March was 14.70 demanded of
Judge Stone that it be
Paul A. F. Walter, Supervisor of Census, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
compared with the same month of returned to her.
X
"Here are a lot of valuable and exequipment consisted of a Washington
She wept copiously X
On April 15th, I was living at the address given below, but to the X hand press, a foot power job press, a
1909, when it was 14.50 per cent greatpressive words that are gradually beand created a scene when the court
er than the same month in 1908. At
best of my knowledge I have not been enumerated there or any- X pereanial towel and a few fonts of ing eliminated from our
ordered it burned.
vocabulary
where else.
the fifty offices during March 1910, the
type mostly italics. Ah, but we had because the editors of today, steeped
The wheel had been hidden within
Name
Street and No
an editor.
.total gross receipts amounted to $10,- .X
in commercialism, have abandoned
sixty feet of police headquarters and
"Those were the palmy days of the methods of Wilbur F. Storey and :
City
X
location"
was doing a flourishing
that
X journalism, we hear so much of at
(Continued on Pae Eight.
business.
present. No taint of commercialism,
(Continued on Pago Eight.)
Los Angeles, Calif., April 29. Jack
Johnson, champion, was refused ac- Great Salt River Reclamacommodations at the
Angles hotion Project Almost
tels yesterday, the excuse being offered that the hostelries are filled to
Completed
capacity. As Johnson refused to try
to find lodging at any of the cheaper
CRUSADE hotels, he remained last niarht at the COST UNCLE SAM
3,064,000
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Candidates to Succeed the
Late County Commissioner Wingfield
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Forecast for New Mexico:
Fair weather tonight and Sat- urday with cooler weather Sat- -

There are men who think they "know
it,"
And
they show it;
There are men who always try to
.

jersev Cream
Pansy

29, 1910.

V urday.
make you feel.
They are mighty bright and witty,
Elks' Theatre Tonight There will
And for you they have great iiity;
lie an entire change of pictures at the
There are men who have within Elks' theatre tonight.
all
are
They
their dreads "a wheel."
good subjecis, it is said, and as usual,
a comic reel will be in the group. The
There are men who never grumble;
names of the pictures are: "On the
There are men vvho're always humble; Border
Line," "The Poet of the RevoYF.AST
men
who into folly ne'er
There are
FRESH
lution" and "Rags and Old Iron."
are led;
'"II HllllillffH
There is also a film called the "Egg
Never Wit'ey disobeying;
An illustrated song, entitled,
Trust."
Never wandering or straying;
Perfect
that means comfort
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
There are men who's strictly per- "The End of the Rainbow," will also
show
be
The
the
of
a
CASH PURCHASES
program.
part
WITH
ALL
fect
But
and coolness custom style that
(begins promptly at 8 p. m.
They're
Dead. Run Over By Train 35at Glorietawas gives a smart, dressy effect.
Elijah Reynolds, aged
years,
T. T
r
are sure ot getting
Last Day of Passover This evening found on the Santa Fe tracks at; Glofrom
with
rieta
his
left
leg
yesterday
at twilight, the seventh and last day
the knee down being ground to a pulp, both these features in your
of passover is celebrated by the
lie had been lying on the track for
brews.
Telephone No. 40
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
!
summer footwear if you
Job for Fifty Men Fifty men left nine hours before discovered and alblo'od
from
loss
of
weak
the
thougili
Las Vegas yesterday lor La my to
come to us for a pair of
He was taken
work in a sheep camp during lambing was fully conscious.
amto
was
where
Las
the
Vegas
leg
and shearing time.
another i
with
Reynolds
Lodged in Insane Asylum William putated.
EESS3
Winfrew of Albuquerque, was lodged tramp was riding on the pilot of an
in the territorial insane asylum
at engine when the other man pushed
him off and under the train. It was
Las Vegas vesterdav.
Death of Las Veqas Saioon Owner fifteen :hours befor he received sur-- !
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
Delberi L. Chambers, a Las Vegas Steal attention.
be
and
the
new
may
Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
saloon owner, died of stomach trouble! Decision in Favor of High School
let
custom
us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.
styles. Just
Boys A hot game was played yester-Dieleaving a wife and two daughters.
school
between
afternoon
the high
Suddenly Mrs. Nancy Thome 'day
j aged
thirty years, died suddenly at, and the St. Michaels College boys at
Santa Rita, Grant county. Her hus- - the high school grounds. The high
band and three children survive her. school boys did some excellent
Clerk Buys Newspaper
'ing and at the eighth inning the col- of
secured
control
has.
lege boys left the field the brother in
Armijo
jlsidoro
the "Echo de IValle," a Spanish week-- j charge of them blowing the whistle
ly paper, of Las Cruces, which he will! before the game ended and took the
edit.
boys back to the college. The umpire's
Pablo
Branch
Acquitted Pablo decision was "forfeited game," the
Branch was acquitted in district court game being given to the high school
at .Mora of the charge of having rob- - boys. The score at the eighth inning
bed the Floersheim Mercantile store stood 4 to 4. The pitching of Tony;
at R.v.
Luna and Grover Hightower for the
Track Laborer Has Foot Crushed
high school were features of the
-- , &
B
IB
Jose Sandoval a tracklayer on the "inie
a
MANUFACTURER
I
Santa Fe near Las Vegas, had his Printer Dies at Las Cruces of Pneu-- j
leit ioot. crusiieu ny a piece oi ran monia An
M
T
printer and news
W
JEWELER
Lining on u.
'paper man, C R. V. DuChamp, of the:
Husband
With Beating Rio Grande Republican staff for about!
Charged
.ucwen was arresiea a year and () the Las Cruees citizeu
039 onuo-- r,.
at Albuquerque on a charge preferred
duI.ing tne last seveu moutns (,ied 0I
ny mis wue who claimed inui wane
penumonia at Las Cruces.
he
one
drunk
of the children.
beat
Suits to
Fencing of Public Do-- 1
Grand Jury Returns Thirty Indict- main "TwoStop
suits
for eviction from
ments The district court at Tucum- lands were, today filed in
government
can has disposed' ot a number or eases the United States district court. Je- - ill f&-nfGBfl- a.
and the grand i rv mis Tinisnpri Tlie:..n ine rn.,..
j rfiv H,re t.i.ne fie.
iiuv hiiu rwsciii m...
lb.
CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c.
work ot the term. About .it) true Dills lemlants and t'he United Slates is the
were found..
plaintiff. The men are said to have
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF FLOWER
Boul-- i erected fences on government land iu
Boulware
.lack
Jack
Injured
SEEDS
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE
ware, a well known resident of Silver Colfax county and to have appropriaALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,
tely, while freighting to Mogollon eu a considerable amount of it to their
was thrown out of his wagon H)y fpov.n use. The suit is to make them
R.
lurch against a boulder and his right remove the fences and give up pos- si ssion of the laud." Las Vegas Op- leg and ankle were broken.
canon
PHONE 1Q
tic.
Yardmaster Died at Albuquerque
BLACK l&
road;
For Illegal Sale of Intoxicants A
D. L. Moore, Santa Fe yardmaster ati
Vaughn, Guadalupe county, died at;wairaiu "as been sworn out tor C. L.
Albuoueraue from iniuries received. Wilson, proprietor of the Green Front
by his foot catching in a frog and his saloon, on the charge of selling liquor
HRKIIITKS up your liouse. What's the use of living unless you enjoy life!
being run over bv an engine. He was to Bob Russell after he had received
GOOO
paint will also keep your house from rotting, It Is an investment
notice from Mrs- - Russell not to do so.
26 years and unmarried.
us well as a luxury.
.1. aged
was brought in the court
ASK your good wife if she doesn't want the house, newly painted, You
Accidentally Shot
Employe- r-: Thcas(; J.
Welter, but on last Fn-Jos- e
comes from AntL Chico that
owe something to her. Really, Don't you?
de-venue
;
was
of
asked,
Clemente Sandoval was serious-- ! tday,a chan4f
up fthe Clalm that toe'
B,ettinf
wounded
bv
accidentalshot
ly
being
D.
MULLIGAN
TO
SUCCESSORS
one
J.
Phone If it's Hardware
COuld
JUStlCe there- We have it.
IV throne the left W wit1l
... 1IT ,
... 1J
...0 ...... ... en in
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Un
the hands of his employer, a man
it to the court of Justice C. H. Culdice
named Jaramillo.
of South Snrinir.
Youthful Couple Married A mar-- i
Rush for Lande
pn!!
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
riage license has been issued at Las! "Although but opposed to homestead!
to
.,
Petra
J
Leal,
10
Vegas
eillb.
nT1
InnHnv
dgtll
t'horo linvo .jlroo.lv
AND RETAIL
125
1,aJhos'k TH 130 RED
and Jose Manuel Trujillo, aged IS, ofbeen made sever'al flUn
of gntrldS
Emplazado, San Miguel county. The!of 1fif) ;1rps
DONE.
h nr, flnf, whiph .
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY
RATON
couiile were married today at t'hei
was
in the Pecos riv- included
nurly
Los!
home of the bride's parents near
er nntimiMl fnrpc;f hefnrf T?ntitrt T.
A .ecepuou anu ua.ice win M Ross
Awu.,
g coun commlgsloner
follow the ceremony.
.,nfl h(J states that & great many in.
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithir? Coal. Steam Coal.
Oil Company Organzied at La Luz
guides are being received about this
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
The Oil Prospects Company, with a land, both from local parties as well
proposed capital stock of $10,000, is ;a those who express their desire to
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
being organized by business men at come to New Mexico. From Texas to
Telephone 85
Telephone 85
LaLuz and Alamogordo to drill for oil far away Saskatchewan in the northin the LaLuz foothills, about 15 miles west British possessions letters have
north of Camp City, and five miles come from intending settlers, also
north of Alamogordo. It is the inten- from many of the middle western
SOLE AGENTS FOR
tion to raise the capital in LaLutz states. To all of the writers of these
letters the commissioner sends the
and Alamogordo.
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
booklet entitled 'Ho, to the Land of
was
which
last
Sunshine,'
published
(INCORPORATED)
How's This?
Room 19 Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- year by the Bureau of Immigration,
ward for any case of Catarrh that can- and when information is asked for
Does a general ABSTRACT, REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business.
which is not specifically included in
not
be cured by Hall's Catarrh C'-rFlour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
these booklets, it is supplied by the
on Santa Fe Real Estate
finn HA to
F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
commissioner.
pUjUUU.UU at low rate of Interest : :
As this tract of land
We, the undersigned, have known F. is the last which will be thrown
open
Salt an Seeds
J. Cheney for the last 15 yes
and be to homestead
entry, at least in New
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
for a long time and of any
business transactions and financially Mexico,
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
considerable area, it is naturally at- rsffii
able to carry out any obligations made
tracting a good deal of attention and
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
Qm
by his firm.
as there are many excellent locations
WALDING, KIXN & MARVIN,
to be had for the asking, so to speak,
MANUFACTURER OP
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
it is confidently expected that the pop
"d g
MEXICAN
"l,!l!!lr,cr
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- ulation of San Miguel county will
FW,d by 0p-,- CO.
Right
imeri
ally, acting directly upon the blood show a good substantial increase beData Methods
VYELKT
js
Right Sorvieo
R IGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
and mucous surfaces of the system. fore another year has passed, and in
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents due time also the assessed valuation 1
P
China anrf Silverware
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
of tttie county, through patented land,
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
P
SANTA
FranoUco
N.
M.
San
345
FE,
No Need to Cut.
S . E. Corner of Plaza.
Take nan s Family Pills foi con will be very considerably augmented."
Las Vegas Optic.
stipation.
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Screened

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
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Ail kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
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International Stock Food
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of the best quality is obtained from olives picked before
maturity and immediately pressed. It is then called
"Virgin OiP and has a greenis tingeh.
The quality here offered is Virgin Oil of especially fine flavor imported from known
sources and therefore free from adulteration of any kind.
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DOUBT DISAPPEARS

BRUTAL MURDER COMMITTED
IN GRANT COUNTY.!

NEW MEXICAN', SANTA

FE, X. M.
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Wity Have an Overheated
Kitchen in Summer?

No One in Santa Fe Who Has a Bad
Back Can Ignore This Double
Drinking Bout Results in J. H. Terry
of Central Having His Skull
Proof.
Does your back ever ache?
Crushed.
sultry days come and the coal range
Have you suspected your kidneys?
makes the kitchen almost unbearable and cooking
Backache is kidney ache,
(Silver City Independent.)
With it comes dizzy spells,
dreaded task, put out the range fire and try the
A brutal murder was committed in
Sleepless nights, tired, dull days,
or near the town of Central, this counnewest
method of cooking in hot weather use
Distressing urinary disorders.
from Silver
ty, nine miles distant
Cure the kidneys to cure it all.
I
City, late last Saturday night or early
Doan's Kidney Pills bring quick re- Sunday
morning. The victim was a
lief.
man by the name of J. H. Terry, who
Bring thorough, lasting cures.
has been in Silver City, Santa Rita
You have read Santa Fe proof.
and Central for the past year or so
Cook-stovRead now the Santa Fe sequel.
working at liis trade as a carpenter.
Renewed testimony; tested by time. The whole affair is shrouded in myscontrast! The kitchen no longer is
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon street, tery. The deceased was seen by sevstming hot, the work is now done with comfort, and
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "The public eral uersons in Central KHtnnhiv
the housewife is not worn out with the heat.
statement I gave in favor of Doan's i night. He was accompanied by two
Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds good or three companions and all were
She saves her strength, keeps
and I now readily confirm every word drinking and under the influence of!
her health and is better able to
I then said about them. For four or liquor.
Terry was missed Sunday
enjoy the summer.
five years I was subject to attacks morning but as he was accustomed
The New Perfection does everything
of backache which were so severe at to going and coming at will no partic-- i
that any other stove can do all the famtimes that I was unable to work. I ular iniportai.ee was attached to his
ily cooking, baking, washing and irontried various remedies said to be cures disappearance.
ing. No smoke, no dust, no odor. Heat
nothAbout noon last Wednesday a man
for troubles such as I had, but
is applied directly and not wasted. A
ing benefited me until I procured by tiie name Ct Orcasitas found the!
turn, and the flame is out.
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling, Bur- body of a man lying in a shallow
The New Perfection stove has a
rows & Co.'s drug store. They quick- trench or ho!e about two feet deep, '
Cabinet Top with shelf for keeping
plates and food hot, drop shelves for
ly proved their worth and effected a on what is known as the
the coffee pot or saucepans, and nickeled
cure which has been lasting, My ex Jiimmg Claim DeiOW ttie roniwterv- - am
towel racks.
periencc with Doan's Kidney Pills has j"st outside of the town of Central.
It has long turquoise-blu- e
enamel
been so gratifying that I gladly recom- - A large stone weighing about a hun-- j
The nickel finish, with the
chimneys.
,,red
and
mend them."
fifty pounds had been rolled
bright blue of the chimneys, makes the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 110111 a noar hy point and dropped on
stove very attractive and invites cleanthe
bo(1'Foster-MilburJIrOrcasitas at once gave
cents.
liness. Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners;
Co., Buffalo,
M
Cautionary Note: Be sure j
the 2 and
New York, sole agents for the United ,he aIai'm and several persons went
stoves can be had
M.
you Bet this stove see W
with or without Cabinet.
lhe sf'ene and removed the remains.
J
States.
that the natn,.nkt, II
reads "New Perfection." II
Kvfryrlpalr everywhere: if not nt yonrs, write for
Remember the name Doan's and 1 lle dt'teased had evidently been beat- Defensive Circular to the nearest agency of Lue
over
t'n
heacl
tlle
with
a
instru-blunt
j
take no other.
jment and it also looued as if the
unudi nan ueen cut with a knifo Th
(Incorporated)
remains were in a bad state of decom-- !
TIME TABLE ALL
position and it was almost impossible
LOCAL TRAINS
to ascertain the exact character of the
wounds.
HALLEY'S COMET GETTING
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to con- Daniel A. Sutherland held meetings
justice of the Peace Josenlius rvmv
'
RED IN THE FACE. last
nect with Xo. 10 from the south and
night in Juneau. Skagway, Haines
a
lej impaneled
and after viewing
west, also Xo. 3 from the east, re- the remains andjury
and
Siltka, to
the rehearing what testi-'i- t
is Spitting a Tongue of Fire Seven moval of theseprotest against
officials and at each
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m. mony was obtainable a verdict was
Thousand Miles Long at Old
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conmeeting resolutions were adopted de- The body was interred in j
Mother Earth.
nect with Xo. 1 west-bounalso takes the Central cemetery.
imanding congressional
investigation
of iho removals, which are alleged to
pass-- j
passengers for Xo. 2
to
clue!
this
no
l'p
writing
Denver, Colo., April 20. This old lie due to
tangible
ing Lamy at C:30 p. in. Returning as to the perpetrators of the
Guggenheim influence. In
crime has earth is quite a wart after all. It has! tills City Governor
arrive at Santa Fe G:30 p. m. with Xo. been obtained.
Waller V. flarlc
one'
made
to
Suspicion points
Halley's comet get red on
vas burned in effigy. A message was
l's connection only.
t wo
or three persons and Sheriff
of his face, and spit a 7,000 mile
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to con- tirath is
giving his personal attention 'jet of fire this way in vexation, accord-- , read from Senator Borah of Idaho,
west-boun7
Xos.
nect with
and 9
to the case. There
promising that the protests against
.wo. l auu u cow wuuu.
,,s l0 me motive of the crime
One is of Denver, and Halley's comet, as ev-- ! the removals would have a hearing in
ing arrive at Santa Fe 13:10 a. m.
Marshal Sutherland prothai it is the result of a drunken brawl erybody knows, is the Beau Brum-me- l Washington.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
and when it was found that Terry had
which he said
of space, the code of the comet duced documents
Train leaves for the north at 10:15! been killed those who had assaulted walk.
proved his accusations that the Guga' m- him tried to dispose of the body. The
Dean Howe in making his daily ob- genheim interests had corrupted witnesses and
Aiaiu amvco uuui iue uu.iu l ;ouier is that the motive was robberv servations upon the comet,
The meeting de-- n
yesterday i.nded that jurors.
m- a
(When the bndv- - wnc0 fnnnH tVo ,1-.-- ,
noticed
jury investigate
grand
unmistakable
morning
signs
New Mexico Central.
of tie clotningj worn by the deceased that Mr. Comet is very much
these charges.
peeved
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m. were turned inside out and a small about something on the earth. The
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p. sum of money and other articles which symmetrical appearance of Mr. Com- POSTAL TELEGRAPH CO.
m.
'he was known to have in his posses- - et's head is all out of whack, one side
INCREASES WAGES.
being brighter than the other, as if
jsion was missing.
Nearly Every Man and Woman at! This is the third murder of the some doings down here are causing Raises of From Five to Twenty-fiv- e
Per Cent to Go Into Effect on
one time or another has printing to be same character which (has occurred in it much embarrassment.
Just now the comet has become so
June First.
done and if the work is to be first Central in recent years and the author-clas- s
the New Mexican job printing ities are leaving no stone unturued to bright that it looks like a big star
Xew York, April 29. The Postal
department can fill the bill. Why get bring the guilty ones In the present even in the bright moonlight of the
cas
to
Cable Company announces
sky.
morning
Telegraph
isn't
that
first
justice.
class,
any way,
printing
As soon as tlhe moon changes, theit!hat on June 1st it will make sub- since appearance today is of such im-- i Little or nothing is known concern-portance- ?
SV(?6)jillff t3.il Of t.llf? mitlPt Will 0 crnan stantial increases in thr.
Biigjipg Terry's history. He was a man and
it will make any bridal veil ever: telegraph operators in all important
. about thirty-fiv- e
years of age. A
brother and sister live at Childress, invented look like a. niecp nf hnfcv omces ot its system. These offices
iribbon. Dean Howe says the best time are to be classified according to their
ujiyjiyLi jjR
Texas, and have been notified of (his to
get up and take a look in the morn comparative importance.
$5a
death.
The increase will be selective and
ing of May 5, when at 3:15 a. m. the
moon, Venus and the comet will he will run from five and in some cases
If!
within ten or fifteen degrees of one as high as twenty-fiv- e
per cent.
another.
Careful examination and full inquiry
The United States weather bureau win be made as to the merits of each
is taking an interest i n thp pnmot Tt individual operator. Abilitv to be the
..
r t wy
WantS Some Tiplr,H tn nnml nil Lue
nueartBtrenirtn.orHeartWealmess.meansNerve
au'- - first requisite, years, experience and
w',lu tt"
Btrength. or Nerve Weakness nothing more. Pos. ' 01'al displays, the meteors, the "Bish- - other special fitness will count.
in
Stively, not one weak heart in a hundred is, in
actually diseased. It is almost always a ops rings- the luminous clouds and each man's favor and all will be gradhidden tiny little nerve that really is all at fault. other things that are
Efficient and deserv
expected to come ed accordingly.
This obscure nerve the Cardiac, or Heart Nerve
needs, and must have, more power, more with the comet. Detailed instructions ing operators will receive nav com
pimply
stability, more controlling, more governing as to how to seize upon these
visiting mensurate with the value of the work
strength. Without that the Heart must continue
to fail, and the stomach and kidneys also have cards are given in a circular ami thf. they are liable to perform; and less exA SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED wjcwi doiiih cuutruiiuig nerves.
forecasters are notified that they may perienced and new operators will have
iius uieany explains wny as a medicine, Dr. Se- ,.
outside help
has in the past don sn mnnh
team, is what we send out from this Shoop s Restorative
greater opportunity to demonstrate
and ailing Hearts Dr Shoop Hrstsought
So, if Mr. John Doe Beerbottle sees their fitness for advancement in pay
LIVERY.
of all this painful, palpitating, sufforat- floating down from Hallev's or promotion in other ways.
We send a driver, too, if desired. ing heart distress. Dr. Shoop's Restorative this any
Tt is the company's
What more invigorating than a lively
intention
LulHt 1 'ue WU1 l)iease save them for the
hv
ft hi,iM
and wasting ne
centers,
u nited States weather
...
"Athens; it offers real, genuine heart help,
continued
if
fair dealing with employes
and
bureau,
over
on
a
smooth
the
roads
spin
clear,
Mr. Xewlywed finds one of those to retain and attract to its service the
cestion, strengthen these Inerves
bright day.
"Bishop's rings" around the sun, most skilful and reliable onerntnrs.
It being Spring makes the occasion
piease put a postage stamp on it and thus maintaining and improving what
more enjoyable.
send it to Washington instead of giv- is already recognized as "the fastest
Take a ride and be happy.
ing it to Snookums for a teething telegraph service in the world."
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL,

Th Wet

When the

MEXICO.

fioothwert."

Army Officers Detailed by War Deparimenl
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

a

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
no the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, s'inshliie every day, but
Ittie ruin or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all gradu
ates from stardard
eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edjand modern In all respects.

a
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NEW
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REGENTS

j

E. A. CahooD,

W

President;

llamli'oa. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Flnlay
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.

(,

j

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent.
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General Express Forwarders

Continental Oil Company

j
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Wells Fargo & ompeo
Express

,

j

4

T"T

All

.

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconveniencs by Purchasing Wells Fe rgo

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

0. BARNES. Acent

J.

Hc-jsid- e
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LIVEHY STABLE
Fino
Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call yp

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Line. Drivers Furnished

CLOSS

j

Don

Caspar Avenue

Mi

Heart Strength

PARISIAN CLEANING

FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING

-

Jhll?

& DYE WORKS

WE CLEAN, PRESS AND
LADIES

AND

GENTS

HATS MADE

OLD

REPAIR

WE ALSO CLEAN

CLOTHES

CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES,

NEW.

TIES, PARASOLS

SATISFACTION' GUARANTEED.

j

GOWNS,

OPERA
GLOVES

ETC

PRICES REASONABLE

s

i

WILLIAMS

4

mm

310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red,

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative
STRIPLING

BURROWS CO.

WANTECT

-

pianos

-

We want two Square and three
second hand UPRIGHT PIANOS.
We allow you a good price
for same in exchange for any

O
PI AN
store.

ii

hi

Observations for the government
are to be made May 17, 18 and 19 and
the government lays claim to nil cnnU-jing utensils, baby cradles, billiard
balls or ping pong bats, or other evidences of habitation that may float
down the terrestial alleyways from
Halley's. Lest everyone becomes af- jfected witn comet necks' which ar
somewhat similar to camel necks, it is
recommended that he view the comet
from a reclining position and be sure
to look through the small end
of the
bottle.
See Comet at Zurich.
Zurich, April 29. The observatory
here officially reports tlhat
comet was visible to the nakedHalley's
eye for
minutes before dawn today.
Its position was due east above the
horizon.
There was no trace, however, of the tail, even with the teles-

CURING SCHOOL CHILDREN
BY THE MILLION.
The men who wish to cure by the
million are finding their host field of
operation in the school, says Walter
Weyl in Success Magazine.
Our work of curing the school and
the school child is just beginning. In
building and equipping schools we
now remember that young human animals must live a large part of their
day in them. Everything is planned
to save eyes and nervous system. We
are 'beginning to examine school children for physical defects, to remove
adenoids, which produce
and lowered vitality to insist on
cleanliness, to send defective children
fifty-fiv- e
to the doctor and dentist, and even
to give free dental treatment in the
school. We are trvinsr tn
spread of contagious illness in schools
cope.
by vaccination and isolation. Since
" trtU 'uutfSS aim
U. S. MARSHAI
is simply under-feedinAMn
we
!r:
DISTRICT ATTORNEY REMOVED. !.IentS
w6d Sdi01 Children

Federal

This is gooi opportunity to trade that
r,i
on a
HIGHT GRADE NE7 ONE and you can pay. the balan ce

jn

MUlNlrlLY PAYMENTS.

EYLES MUSIC
AH

thj Latest Sheet Music.

CO.
East Side Plaza.

East Side Plaza:

rillf

Feeling Runs High in Alaskan Town
Over Peremptory Dismissal of

in our

Phone 132 Red.

:

Officials.

Washington,
April 29. President
Taft has directed the removal from of-

fice of Daniel A. Sutherland, United
States marshal for the district of
Alaska, and of John J. Bovce. district
attorney for the first division of
Alaska. General incomnetenev
was
the charge against the marshal.
,
Alaskans Indignant.
Juneau, Alaska, April 28. Parti
sans of United States District Attor- ney John J. Boyce and Marshal

mouth-breathin-

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

Rational Life

Assurance Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A.

BERGERE. Manager for New Mexico.
Catron Block
F; N. M.

JVV

Santa

g

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX.

Carrying the U. S. mail and pas-- 1
sengers between Vaughn, N. M.f and
Roswell, N. M, connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- land Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka A Santa Fe Railroad,
....
are
nnineto TLieave
,
vuugun ui a a. iu., arrive iu
ot,tKiiu i'
vn.u M.n ClV.tlUU10 1U1 Roswell at
3 p. m.
tuberculous choldren. We are deLeave Roswell at 10:30 a. m., arrive
manding city play grounds so that the In
Vaughn at 3:30 p. m.
children may have exercise, play and-opeallowance of 50 lbs. to
Baggage
air. City play grounds are er
pensive but they are cheaper than each regular ticket, excess baggage at
burial grounds.
After all is done that can be done
by the law, by federal, state and local
boards of (health, by research Insti
TO AND FROM KOSWELI..
tutes, hospitals, dispensaries, sanato
made wim Automobile
Connection
c
ria ana preventoria, by
health institutions, by school hveriene line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
and all other forms of organized ef-- Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros-forat health progress, there remains well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
in me last analysis, the Individual at 12. noon. Automobile leaves Ros- There remains private hygiene.
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar

...

-

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Ros-

well Auto Co.,

at Roswell, N.

M..

at

least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

semi-publi-

t

rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. w. Stockard.
If you are In need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

town fit to live in. Of
anv wide-ope- n
course, Mayor Ballinger made enemies in this course just as he has in
the government service at Washington. The man who "cleans up" is
never popular and the motto posted
in the office at the capitol of Captain
Fred Fornoff of the Mounted Police
applies to most public officials: "One
cannot be a policeman and. be popular
too."

FE NEW MEXICAN

NOT A SQUARE DEAL.
The Outlook, of which Theodore
Roosevelt, the man of the square deal,
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
is a much advertised editor, refuses to
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
She Xew Mexico a square deal. It reVice President. cently published an editorial in which
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasurethe fitness of Xew Mexico for statehood
is questioned. Judge Edward A.
Matter
Poiiofflce.
Fe
Class
the
Santa
Second
as
;it
Entered
Mann wrote a personal letter to the
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75 editor in chief, Rev. Lyman Abbott,
25
with a dignified and ex
Daily ner week by carrier
2 00 accompanied
Weekl
.
statement
of New Mexico s pres
Daily, per month, by earner....
act
1.00
65 Weekly, six months
Dailv, per month, by mail
condition. But the letter was reent
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
;.. .75 turned unpublished. Judjre Mann in
Daily, per year, by mail
addition to quoting statistics that are
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

SANTA
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OF SAHTA FE.

Oldest Banking Institution in
New Rlexico. Established in 1S70

K"he

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

ASSET.
j SANTA FES GREATEST
WRITING TO THE EDITOR.
the great southwestern empires are unacThe
Denver
of
Republican
pats
sorts
all
receives
on the back countably and unfortunately vague.
Trade
Fe
of
Board
Santa
communications from all sorts of peo- when it
"For more than thirty years Xew
says:
to the citizens of Mexico has. been persistenly knocking
ple. One who has not been connected
"Congratulations
of a Santa Fe who have decided to form a
with the editorial department,
at the door of the Union, and for
how committee for the
newspaper could not imagine
preservation of the that length of time her claims have
many queer people write queer things architectural tone of their most inter- been considered by Congress and her
to the editor. There are many good esting city.
fitness inquired into.
and unthink'Numerous
people write letters commending some"The distinguished associate editor
ing persons, who do not realize how of 'Outlook,'
thing that has been said in the
Honorable
Theodore
cnlimins. there are others who, much the antiquity of Santa Fe means
the
Koosevejt,
days ot
closing
during
and manner, to that city, have been putting up
in dignified language
Bounds Trains.
his administration made extraordinwith
harmonize
some
article
do
not
that
of
buildings
take an opposite view
admisto
Leaves
efforts
Barranca on the arrival ot
the
ary
accomplish
that has caught their attention. Com- the general amiearance of the hoary sion of both
bound train and arrives at
the
Mexico
north
Arizona
and
Xpw
Box-likaloffice
old
are
Spanish capital.
munications from all of these
7 p. m.
Taos
at
as
after
states,
separate
hidepersonally
ways welcome in any newspaper edi- huil,li.is fnnventinnnllv and
Ten miles shorter than any other
both and making a most
torial department, for kiud words ously ugly, have been put "alongside visitin;
thoi'OU
Good covered hack and good
resour-!
h
way.
of
their
nlil
been
Snnnish
hnvn
investigation
stviirtuvps that
never hurt anybody, and condemnation
ces- - An admission
teams.
the
bill
As
a
of
passed
hundreds
for
years.
is rare, even from persons who have standing
House of Representatives by a practic- Tiling d.cn.9 to 2A3.e X3i.s- received favors from editorial writers; result the city is threatened with aeea-geCom.forta.tle.
vote
of
unanimous
in
of
architecmixture
ally
February
conglome.rate
indeed, those who have received favors
last
and
For
this
to
the
is
it
from
ture
that
year
year.
again
spoil
going
are often the quickest and hottest in
Trip
at least a quarter of a centurv the
viewpoint of the tourist.
complaining about something which
in
Fe
was
committees
on
"A
held
the
both
territories
Santa
of
meeting
displeases them. Those wno do not. the other
day, and it was determined House and Senate have held hearings
and
views
say
with
writer's
the
agree
a 'preservation committee,' and investigations, and bills for ad- to
so in an inoffensive way are well re- to organize
labor
with
projectors of new struc- - mission have, for many years, been
ceived, too, because no man is in- tures with JJhe idea of
making all new introduced, considered, debated and
fallible, and a man who is properly Imildings harmonize in idea with the
first by one house and then
constructed likes to be contradicted general surroundings. It was declared passed,
and only two years ago
the
i,y
other,
at times, if the contradiction has any possible to have new buildings erected a
j0;nt statehood bill passed both Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
point.
in Spanish or Mission style, thereby
but was rejected by Arizona,
It has been the experience of thou- creating a pleasing general effect and houses,
Returns Thursday and Friday.
Xew Mexico voted for it.
aUhoun
are
there
sands of newspapers, that
not introducing incongruities certain
"The present president of the Unit- AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
letter writers who are plain cranks, 10 spoil the general tone of the south-west'ed States after paying a personal visit Mrs. F 0. BROWN
and men who are not of the profession
most unique city.
inwould be astonished at the number of
"Santa Fe is making progress, com- to both territories and being well
Phone No. 23 Red
reas
formed
to
their
'fitness
the
for
newssuch persons who write to the
mercially, like the rest of Xew Mexipapers about all manner of things co, but there is no reason why this sponsibilities' not only recommended
that are foolish and of no interest. progress should result in a ruthless but is urging upon the present Con- Somehow all the sin and sorrow and destruction of the 'ancient and holy gress that both territoires be admitfollv and shame and suffering and things' that have made the capital the Ted to statehood. To those who have
it is known that Xew
eccentricity of the world, and espec- - Mecca of southwestern tourists for investigated,
SHOP
Mexico is in every way fitted to
Fe
The
of
Santa
many
newsyears.
people
a
into
the
pour
vicinage,
ially
a
state-office. But the man who writes should not lose sight of the fact that T out every responsibility of
For
years .he only
foolish letter to a newspaper is the historical interest of the city is hood.
will
value
that
increase
in
class
first
tonsorial parlor
something
most
of
"She
a
excellent
has
system
treated, with the courtesy that any
other man receives. In the newspaper as an asset as time goes on. To fail pubiic schools that will comnare fav- Fe.
in
to preserve the idea of antiquity, as
orably with the school system of any
fraternity there are many men who evidenced
OUR NEW FITCH
in the general style of ar state in the Union; that are the
remember the admonition in an old
pride
TREATMENT
chitecture
made
that
has
Fe
Santa
Xew
of
a
every
Mexican;
progressive
play: "It is a fool's wisdom to laugh a
to the visitor, would be what and
delight
at the unfortunate."
aggressive population that is in- s guaranteed to cure, (not only
might be termed contributory vandalAfter all these comes another class ism. Fortunately the citizens of San- creasing marvelously and turning her relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
deserts into gardens. She other scalp irritations. We also
letter writers who occupy a place by ta Fe seem to be alive to their rea native population, descend- car ry a
too,
has,
who
themselves.
are
There
complete Mce of all the
persons
sponsibilities in the matter, and their ants of the Conquistadores, who raishair and facial tonics.
write letters containing insulting
popular
acts
the
iconoclastic
protests against
ed the Cross of Christ and planted
challenging the recipient and of the vandals fall pleasantly on the
HERPIC1DE, DE LUXE QUININE &
the seeds of Christian civilization
to prove himself a "coward" by refus- ear in these commercial days."
more than half a century before the
BATHS BATHS BATHS
same
at
to
ing print the letter, and the
Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock, or
time showing the quality of their own
Detailed reports from the Mississip- - the Cavaliers settled in Virginia. They
courage by withholding their names pi valley, the lakes region and the
are a people who have lived for
Agents HUBBS LAUNEEY
from their communications.
south substantiate the first accounts more than half a century under the
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
of damage to fruit and small grain. American
flag and have shown their
on Mondays and Tuesdays
' ONE
REASON FOR DELAY.
Aiuiuugn no accurate statistics nave patriotism and loyalty by sending, in laundry
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
been
is
it
the
certain
that
compiled
The cat is out of the bag. Senator
its r1ofonp. n frrpnter nercpntnp'p nf
All work is guaranteed; your
loss in crops will aggregate many mil- socks are mended and buttons
solaiers tQ fhe war Qf thfi Rebellion
Beveridge is miffed on account of the lions.
sewed on you shirts, without
unkind things that the Xew Mexico
than any other commonwealth. LikeProbablythe most reliable account- wise they furnished more than their
extra charge.
and Arizona press have been saying
of the damage is contained in the
Spanish-America- n
war.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
about him. He is going to punish the ing
bulletin of the federal weather bureau. quota in the
"Xew Mexico is a growing communpeople of the territories for the sins Touching upon this point the Bulletin
of their journalists who failed to
ity. It has a future as great as any
says:
of
the southwestern states. There is
recognize in the Indiana senator the
Stormy weather greatly interfered
no danger of a decrease in population,
savior of his country and the guardian with
more
over
the
farming operations
angel of the territories. Says the northern districts and freezing tem- such as occurred in Xevada after the
Xew York Tribune always well posted peratures did immense
damage to slump in the price of silver, because !
on the "Innards," of
Washington fruits and vegetation of all kinds in Xew Mexico's resources are diversi- an permanent. The immigration
statesmen:
the Ohio and middle Mississippi val-,fi"Of the four measures on Mr. Taft's leys and the northern portion of the to New Mexico is not of a transient
program, the statehood bill appears to gulf states where on account of warm character. Those who come, come to
be in the most precarious position be- weather during March the season had make a permanent home. Our cheap
cause of the disaffection of Senator been unduly advanced."
but fertile lands practically the last
While Xew Mexico experienced low free homes to be attained and our
Beveridge, who is in 'charge of the
measure. Mr. Beveridge is said deep- temperatures early this month, but delightful health-givinclimate induce
ly to 'resent the criticisms of himself weather conditions in no way inter- people to come and to stay. People
by the press of Arizona and Xew Mex- fered with farming operations. Xeith- - do not come here to endure hardships
ico, and it is assumed that his resent- er was there any damage of import- for a time in order to make money, or
'Where prices are lowest
ment is the cause of his unwillingness ar.ee recorded in New Mexico's farm- - t0 regain health, hut to make perma- to press the statehood bill to a vote. mg or iruit growing sections. It is nent homes, because of the fact that,
for sale quality''
Mr. Taft, as has been told in these dis- true that in some sections the fruit it is a delightful place to live. Young
men resorted to smudging. This pre- men come to New Mexico because it
patches, is exceedingly anxious this
measure was successful and offers splendid opportunities to the
legislation should be enacted, and the ventative
New Mexico orchards through
One Resolution to Make
Senate leaders are considering the brought
young men of energy. Older people
v illiout any appreciable loss. Reports
comblessinsrs
of
a
nf
the
cnniA because
advisability of entering into
from all orchard districts
indicate healtl and eternal sunshine combin-year- s
pact with the Democrats, who are fav...
crop will be greater c.
ocorv aAvanftl0 f
hoir
orable to this measure, whereby it that this
What other 19lOResolu
than in any recent years, substantiat- children.
will be taken out of the hands of Mr.
tion youmay make
New Mexico's claim to climatic
ing
various
"There can be no good and sufficient
objectionable
Beveridge,
supremacy.
reason advanced "why New Mexico
amendments he has added to the
Resolve now that you will
should not be a state. If, under the
measure eliminated and the bill sent
Ambassador James Brice in his adconseto conference.
territorial
It is appreciated, of
and
trade at KAUNE & CO. the
government
dress in Kansas today called attention
course, that loud cries will issue from to a weakness which lies at the bot- quently under the direct tutleage
coming year. It is a.', resoluof Congress for sixty years, the loyal,
the senator from Indiana when this tom of most
disputes and disagreetion in your own interest, for
operation is undertaken, but it is ments when he said that most men do intelligent, progressive people of New
a
find
will
it means the best possible
Mexico
are
unfit
that
for
the responsibilithey
gravely doubted
not know what they think they know.
single sympathetic ear in the Senate, It is common to hear two men insist ties of statehood and for equal rights
table supplies at lowest poswhere 'the boy orator of the Wabash'
and privileges with their fellow citisible prices.
upon two stantements diametrically
is not remarkably popular."
zens, then indeed must our system of
opposed to each other and each conactestant being positive that the truth fitting territories for statehood be
Whatever chances of success the is with him alone. If it were not for knowledged a failure."
Think It over Isn't KAUNE
.Democrats in Indiana had they have this half knowledge that passes for
knew I would enforce the law
scattered to the winds through the knowledge, there would be few law and"They
4 Co, the logical store for yon
I did!" characterizes tlhe attitude
bitter fight that the gambling and suith, few fights, few wars and the of
to patronize through 1910.
Secretary Ballinger in the controsporting element is waging against the millenium would not be far from the versy that has been raging around
own
Prohibition followers of their
door.
him. The story told by the secretary
party. It Is difficult to mix oil and
of the Interior upon the stand today
two
A mile a minute, was the clip at was
water and It is a wonder that
straightforward and without eva
such extremes as Taggart and Mar- which Paulhan and his airship raced sions. As President Roosevelt had
shall should be together in the same into Manchester the other morning af- said of him: "The man who cleaned
'
ter an allnight trip from London, 180 up Seattle was the man to clean up
political fold.
& COMPANY
miles to the south; Paulhan not only the general land office." Seattle was
and immorality was fosterRuth Leavitt Bryan has found a new won a $50,000 prize but he opened a wide-opefather for her two babies. Beauty and new 'epoch in aerial navigation and ed and protected, until Ballinger becleverness go a long way even in a earned for himself eternal laurels by came mayor. He merely enforced the
law but enforcing the law will make
his prowess.
widow.
!

r

J. B. BEAD, Cashier.

President.

$150,000
80.000

transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money cn the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and aiiJatera! security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange ,ind makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency pub'.ic or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate ot three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
WOODTS HACK LIKE
? and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
Prom
2 as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- 2
BARRANCA TO TAOS
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
fleets Both North South jj public is respecfully solicited.

Mexico and Arizona. Their ideas of
the vast area, the wonderful natural
resources, the growing population and
the general importance of these two

ii.,u-nniie-

PALEK.

L. A. BCGHES,

The Roosevelt dam in Arizona is
Hearing completion and the Salt river
project which costs more than $8000,-00- '
is to be turned cyver to the water
users this fall. If the Elephant Butte
dam projectors were to drop their unreasonable contention that the construction of the project demands that
all development must cease on the
Riu I! ramie and its tributaries from
San Marcial into Colorado, its construction loo might be pushed with
more speed and enthusiasm. But as
it is, the
policy may
defeat the entire proposition which
would be an outcome greatly to be

reliable says:
Is
sent
Mexico.
New
in
It
to
"What Xew Mexico wants is that the
oldest
w
is
Mexican
the
newspaper
Tho
J truth
about herself, her people and
and
a
and
has
c'rculatf.)
growing
in
large
the Territory,
every postoffice
The
resources
be understood.
her
of
Southwest.
the
and
progressive people
among the intelligent
people of the country at large are
strangely ignorant, concerning Xew
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FARE

IPEhM

THE

S5.00

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

the Best Hotels in the West

One of

LAUNDRY

Cuisire and
Table Service

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

celled

Unex

For Best Laundry Work

s

HOTEL

CP

SANTA FE, NEW MF.XICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

Aent

KERR'S

car-pap-

HOTEL

PLAZA BARBER

J. E. LACOME

i3

Proprietor

santa

Commodious Sample Room

Steam Heated: Electric

lan-gaug-

FRESS THE BUTTON WE

I

DO

THE REST.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a lot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

We Are
Now

wait.

Serving

best proof

that

patronage is the
we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPKProprietor

RATES

99
$1.00 A DAY

AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hote

II

i

.

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

I;

GROCERS

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

i

g

:

Long Distance Telephone Station.

UEROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The oniy first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the Oity in connection with Hotel. Firs.t class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service.

g

Corner of Water St.
and Dou G us par Ave.

HERE IS

A

WM- -

VERY

GREGG Prop.

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PR5CE
NAVAJO; CHI MAYO BLANKETS,
INDIAN BASKEiS MOQQE POTTRRY

Don't
Fail
to
Call

and

Inspect

Excellent

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Bnrned Wooden Placques
All Kinds of Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

Many

other
articles
v

that
attract

j

H, S. KAUNE
PHONE 26

grass

J

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CAIMDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.
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HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

MANY HAVE LQSTSfe.
IT BY HIDINfl IT

'

Commons of California, is a tourist at the Ccronado.
j
Edward Rosenthal, a Chicago sales-- ,
man, is at. tin; Palace.
a
lion. T. n. Catron has returned
from a legal trio to Las Veeas.
I
H. E. Benton a tourist from Colo-- j
rado Springs, is at. the Claire.
j
Edward Mitchell, a drus salesman'
j
from St. Louis, is at the Palace.
Co'in Timniens, from the Citv ofi
Mexico, is a sightseer at Gregg's hotel.!
Frank r.ond. merchant from Espa-tiiolis in town and is stopping at the
Palace.
V. L. liurton, a hardware salesman
THE season for painting and decorating is at hand
of Louisville. Ky., is calling ou the!
j
trade here today.
i
and what you want isGOOD, RELIABLE, pure and
J. T. Murray, of Denver, and II. II.!
iPana of New York City, are traveling!
.
.w
men registered at the Palace.
j
lasting peints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
E. J. Gerhardt and Fred H. West of!
St. Louis and H. Alexander Hibhard
if you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUNof Chicago, are salesmen at the Claire!
j
hotel.
SHINE" inside finishes,
i
Judge A. L. Morrison returned this
ani--i uuuh irum rresuoir, Ariz., vviJPre:
When youpaintyou want QUALITY and goods that
"When you HIDE YOUR MONEY are you not always SCARED? You will he spent several weeks with his
son,'
act so that people'
you lave money and follow you, and find Hon. R. E. Morrison and family.
out where it is and steal it. Then you won't have any money.
WEAR. Our paints are made from the BEST white
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Xewi
Besides, money draws interest in o ur bank and makes vou MORE Mexico Mounted Police. came in on
lead and PURE linseed oil, a combination that lasts
Make OuR Bank YOUR Bank.
Mvm.
yesterday's auto from Vaughn, to at- 'Pad the meeting of federal court.
,we pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
Koswell Daily Record,
f cr years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.
j
Mrs. Heimer, her daughter,
Miss
&
and her three sons, Alfred,
j Reimer
We have all the sundries etc. that go;'with the line
Herbert and Charles Reimer all of
Oradell. Vpw
brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, s!enci!s,
for Denver. They spent two weeks
C- in Santa Fe and were registered at
Gregg's hotel.
turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.
(Established 1882)
"Miss Placida Sandoval, who has
been here visiting her sister, Mrs.
'Manuel Valdez, returned this after-- j
noon to her home in Santa Fe. She
Fruit Crop in the Rio Grande and Tesuque
took with her for a visit her little
Romero." Las
nephew, Alejandro
Valley's absolutely sure.
Vegas
Optic.
We have a very attractive list of ranches for
Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.
C. W. Kottns, general manager of
Santa Fe, C. A. Morse, chief engineer,
$700.00 and up, which should attract the
and .1. V. Kendricks, second
most particular buyers.
accompanied by other rail- the Japanene are famous. As she
way men, passed through Lamy yes- leaves she is carried past a tiny fire
terday on their way east. They were which has been kindled at the door.
In this are burned her dolls and playtraveling in a special train.
The following visited the Historical things, to indicate that she is passing
For full particulars call or Phone. Bed Ho. 189
119 San Francisco St.
A
address the above company
rooms yesterday:
Victor
Rene from girlhood to womanhood.
Society's
iHeutsch. Geneva, Switzerland; Isa-- !
in the May Wide "World
or.
bella A. "Wadswortli and Charles W'ads-- j Magazine".
ANY THihG. WEDONT PAY
worth, Philadelphia: R. J. Grand,
ENOUGH ATlcriTiON To
Denver; V. J. Linwood, Philadelphia; HAS BEEN LETTER
THE JYAALl THfiMOS- CW
;Dr. Paul Wolff, Berlin, Germany.
CARRIER FOR 20 YEARS.
"
Squire
U
Hartt,
political
prominent
Dealers in Furniture
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leader of Taos county and member of
the board of trustees of the Spanish-- ' Berven Walked 125,000 Miles and Delivered 870,000 Pounds of Mail
American normal school at El Rito,
FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rags FOR THE HOUSE
in That Time.
d
Arriba
in
town, to
;Rio
county, is
the meeting of the board and is
AH kinds of furnishings from chinaware to stoves, and
stopping at the home of his sister,
Spokane, Wash., April 20. Sjur J.
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
;Mrs. V. L. Roberts.
53 years of age, who recently
Berven,
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and hat racks. Wagner folding
for the b&bies.
Hon. Malamiias Martinez, territorial i
his 20th year as a carrier
coal oil inspector and member of the completed
They are GRE.VT'.!
at
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Spokane postofflce
probably
board of trustees of the Spanish-AmericaLook over our stock and see if there .isn't
normal school-a- t
El Rito, came ..holds the service record in the United
something to interest y ou.
'down from Taos on official business States, having missed only two work.and to attend the meeting of the ing days. One of these was because
board. He reports the outlook for of an injury sustained in a runaway,
jTaos county's agricultural and .live- the other through sickness. His route
Ornamental Doors.
stock interests exceedingly bright. He covers 20 miles, hence he has walked
lis registered at the Coronado.
more than 125,000 miles and carried
about 870,000 pounds of mail, an averTHE WEDDING OF "MISS
age of 70 pounds a day. Berven is a
CHRYSANTHEMUM. native of Sweden, where die was a
school master before settling in Iowa.
The Sleeves of the Bridal Gown Must where he taught in country schools;
until coming to Spokane 2:1 years ago.
Be 37 Inches Long.
:"mf. Ji wit
There were six carriers when be en-- '
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tered the service in January, S!)0,
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When the wedding day arrives the while
FOR THE "SAME KEASoH
today 78 men are required to
NATURE
j bride, with the help of her mother and
handle the mail. He and THiomas R.
MAKE.S
THE
FLOWERS, FACTORIES MAKE
the maids, prepares herself for the Jones are the
only survivors of "the
with infinite care. Her big six" as the first
ceremony
RIBBONS
FOR
was
ORNAMENT.. Do YoU NOT
known.
squad
pretty little face is smoothed with rice He has worked under six postmasters
LIKE
BETTER
THE
BIRD OF BRIGHT PLUMAGE
bran and whitened with powder; her and has saved enough from his
salary
WE POINT PROUDLY
are made to perfection from our
are
DO
AND
painted red, and the arrange- ranging from $850 to $1200, to proYoU NoT WI.SH To BRIGHTEN YOUR
jlips
Lumber) because the wcod is to the fact that we handle only a line ment of her hair is a triumph of the vide his family, composed of his wife
ATTIRE
WITH BEAUTIFUL RIBBoN-5perfect in every particular and of drugs and remedies known to be j.Japanese coiffeur's art. The wedding and four children, with a comfortable
dress, according to immemorial usage, Qiome and open a modest bank account.
free from every imperfection of
kaots, cracks and warpings. pure and efficacious; and that our must be of pure white silk, and the He will remain in the service.
etiquette of the country
Every foot of it is thoroughly experience enables us to give the best unwritten
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even prescribes the dimensions of the
our
to
satisfaction
patrons.
Every
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
ANDJPRICEJ
ARE
RIGHT.
costume.
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an
of
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it can be absolutely relied upon thing that ought to be in a first class kimono is sixteen inches ordinary
the
by carpenters and builders, and drug store you will find here, at wedding garment has thelong;sleeve
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
archi- prices that are satisfactory, and, in thirtj'-seveinches long. The obi, or
tects hereabouts particularly the very best qualities.
sash, is a formidable affair, eleven feet
mention our Lumber in their
long and eight inches wide. The
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curious affair on the bride's back, alSTRIPLING-BURROW- S
& Company.
most like a soldier's knapsack, is part
Where your dollar buys the most.
of the obi.
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The wedding ceremony does not take
at
the
place
church, but always at the
house of the bridegroom's parents and
j
We
generally in the evening, never the
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
morning.
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
Early in the evening the bride
DESIGNS. CHOICE APPLES NOW.
Made in New Mexico.
leaves her own home, being carried in
a common kago by two coolies if Tioor.
but in a sumptuous norimono. or
CLARENDON POULTRY Yards FRESH r,A KCGS every day
Sedan-chair- ,
KUASTIXG CHIUKKNS
if her father is well to
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rooks and White
do.
A.
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Her departure from her child
FOR
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DRUG COMPANY
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on Wynndottes.
hood's home is made the occasion for
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completed a revision of the now famous Powel & Kingman map of this
section of Xew Mexico and will have a
supply of the new maps on sale about
May 1st. The maps will be about
three by four feet in size, and will be
printed in blue on the finest quality of
white linen. They will show all wagon
roads, wells, springs and watering
places, railroads, postoffices, mining
districts, new towns and camps, water courses, well known ranches, county lines, national forests boundaries,
and new townships which have been
surveyed. The map will cover all of
'Grant, Luna and Sierra counties, besides the west half of Dona Ana and
!the south half of Socorro counties. In
the latter named county it will include
the Mosollon mining district and all
that section of the country to the head
of the San Francisco river. It will be
subdivided into townships and drawn
on a scale of
of an inch to
a section. The new map, which has
been thoroughly revised and brought
,up to date in every particular by Mr.
i.Tohnson, will be sold at the uniform
price of 510.00, which includes its delivery to the purchaser by registered
mail. They will also be mounted on
curtain board when so ordered.
&
The original Powel
Kingman
27
was
years ago, and
map
published
so few of them are now in existence
that they are treasured as relics by
their fortunate owners. As they were
printed on paper they were easily
damaged and rendered unfit for ser
vice. As the new one will be printed
on linen, this trouble will be obviated.
Only a very limited edition will be
printed, and all those desiring to
make certain of securing a copy
should send their orders to C. E. John
son, SilverCity, immediately.

1. &

St Louis Rockv

Id cific
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110 10
9 42
9 25
8 55
f S 47
18 37
8 20

more than their regular price during
these sales, because they know the
power of suggestion in advertising to
deceive.
There is a great deal of the Indian
in all of us. We do not forget favors,
kindnesses or injuries. On the ground
of the weakness of all human nature,
we may often forgive tilings which
still sting, but when we have once
been deceived by a busines house, a
traveling salesman, a solicitor or a
clerk, we do not forget it, and that
house or clerk loses our confidence
forever.

FRATERNAL

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg

K. I. & S. V. Hy, train No. 121 arriving In Dawson, N, M. ai 6:15 p.
K. P. AS, W. Hy, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M . at U:55 a. in.
SStatce for Vim Houten X. M. meets trains at Preston X. M.
Passi-nge- r
S
'.
trains arrive and depart from DeMolnes as follow:
Slil'TH WJI'XIl
MiKlH HOUND:

Connects wit h
iConiH'cts ilh

liL

1

l

i

No, 8. 10.44 a. in.
No. 1. 4.48 a. in.
11 11 p, m.
No,
No. 7. 6 49 p. m.
AK.
Katon
S.
T.
at
Track connection with A.
and Preston with C. & S. Ry. at
By.
lies Moines K. P, S. VV. Ky. ut t'olfax, N M, anil Cimarron A- Northwestern at
Cimarron. N. M. which Is depot or following station Ocnte, Miami, Kayado
and Ked Lakes, N. M
Vte l'ark, N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Kakly Klack Lakes, Cerro, Kliziliethtown. Lotio, Questa, Kanchos de Taos, Hed
liiver City, Talpn, Taos and Twining.
Daily. fFlag, tl ai!y except Sumlny
VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
E. J. DEDMAN,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
Raton, N.
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. M.
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cigar, a

cigar that burns on ike
level and not on the
slant, a ripe cigar, a
w - blended cigar a
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(to Wv

fit

A

tasty wrapper combined with
a fragrant long filler. Found
in every ea.?? in town and
aHead in every case.
The Clubhouse k ban3cj
the Pcrfecto isvoc
NILES & MOSER CIGAR CO.
Distributors
Denver, Co.,
Telephone Main 3500

THE STRANGE GOD OF TIBURON.

ASK FOR TICKETS

The friendly chief led us up a wind
ing sort of stairway, not cut, but worn
by the feet of countless generations,
until we stood on the flat summit of
the peculiar natural pyramid. In the
center of this platform, which was
about twenty feet across, was a basin
0r pool, possibly natural, but with a
shallow, carved ditch leading from it
to the edge of the stone. This pool
antl ditch were stained a dark brown
tne shade of blood which has peen
fighting the wind and the sun and the
rain tor years, it not centuries.
Above the basin, and behind it, stood
d
stone,
the idol a rude,
some ten feet in height,
evidently
touched very little by the hand of
marij DUt already carved by Nature
mt0 a rough semblance of a sitting
Buddha. An aperture in the front of
the head if head it could called
evidently represented the mouth, but I
noticed that no attempt had been made
to carve eyes, ears, or nose. Appar-thei- r
s
of the
ently this god, like the
Papuans, had no need of anything save
a mouth, being a devourer and de- -

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

r

ular
communications
first Monday o eacj
month ar masonic na.
.

one-quart-

9

SOCIETIES.

i

at

7.30 y. 3D.
II. H. DORMAN,

Acting Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
R. A. M.

S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

ARTHUR

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month, at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.

J.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

A. MASSIE, E. C.

Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
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Pinos Altos A carload of test ore district and shipments were made to "You defamed their idol," he exwill be shipped to El Paso from the smelters. There are also indications plained to Norton, "and even my word
could not hold them back. Come away
LOS ANGELES
Kept Woman claim at Pinos Altos this of copper in this region.
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hope
Draftsman
Mass.,
of
blotches.
Lynn,
Mrs. Pinkham,
catcher discharged eight times in one
pimples and
furnished of records on file
Constipation.
Copies
game,, during which per'TOeA
In the TJ. S. Surveyor General's .Office.
It
four times of his own
lod'he
nVl
resigned
to'
her
- - New Mexice
health
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Minor City Topics

GROCERY AND BAKERY
Mr. J. Kern late of Denver is

in

now

"BAKERY DEPARTMENT"
Mr. Kern is n first class

(iive us
wish, plain or fanry.

a

Iniker of many yours
you may

(iei-ma-

BALLINGER ON THE STAND.

.
;

(Continued

From Page

--

Two.)

i

j

1

of our

charge

tales, died at his home in Mesilla
Park, Wednesday afternoon, from

effort probably will be made to obtain
a pardon for Leftwich.
Taos County Irrigation Works Hon.
Malaquias Martinez reports that work
is being pushed on the Taos Valley
Land Company's irrigation canal for
the construction of which J. B. Manby
of Trinidad, Colorado, has the contract. On May 1, work is to be commenced on the power proposition on
he Rio Lucero.
Lots of Squealing City Agent H. S.
Lutz and assistants of the Santa Fe,
were kept busy until after midnight

Mr. Dunlap was well
(Continued From Page One.
hemorrhage,
known in Las Cruces and among rail- - '
with $9,334,-a- s
road circles, having held the position 707,335.23
compared
New Clerk of Woodmen The Woodassistant to agent Edwards at Las C25.84 during the same month in 1909,
men last evening elected Clarence
Cruces for a long while and for the an increase of $1,372,711.39.
L. Bowlds clerk in place of A. E. P.
The three cities reporting the great-Sant- a
past year has had full charge of the
Robinson resigned.
Fe's business at Mesilla Park, est percentage of increase in revenue
Woodmen Pay Death Claim The
Season of Picture Taking Accord- - over the same month of last year,
Woodmen of the World have paid Mrs.
ing to local photographers, who de- - were: Springfield, Mass., 25.05;
S. Ii. Grimshaw $3,000 death benefits
films for amateurs, the season attle, Wash., 25.46, and Providence, R.
of her late husband.
for picture taking has begun. Xot that I., 25.37.
Read Salmon's change of "ad" and
pictures were not taken by amateurs
see the big offer of a dress given free superintending the transfer of eight during the winter months, but there EVERYBODY THINKS
HE
of charge with every lady's garment carloads of pigs from the Denver & are always more opportunities for
.
CAN BE AN EDITOR.
Fe.
to
The
the
Santa
Rio Grande train
bought at the Big Store.
"snapping" objects at this reason and
F. Andrews Change of Ad Atten- squealers are
being shipped from weather for posing outdoor;; is more,
(Continues from Page One.)
tion is called to the change of adver- Montevista, Colorado, by Wyatt & propitious.
As in past years, ama-- ;
,
,
tisement of F. Andrews. Those who Wyatt, to California.
teurs show a startling amount of
the
of
F.
Edward
accepted
leadership
Victim Faus-ti- norance of light value and of manipu- Another Pneumonia
are interested in baked goods should
Bok
read this advertisement.
Garcia, the seven clay old son of lating their expensive
kodaks. But
'Also, the newspapers of today are
Mr. and Mrs. Severo Garcia, died of they learn in time, or if they do not
The Time, the Place and the Girls
because they are kind to the
criticised
High School Glee Club girls' concert pneumonia yesterday at the Garcia learn they quit the ranks of "kodak big advertisers. I think newspapers
i fiends"
funThe
avenue.
8
the
and
o'clock
at
oil
take up
or water color are somewhat under the domination of
high home on Monhattan
tonight at
25 eral took place at 3 o'clock this after- painting or spend their
Admission
school auditorium.
money on the
big advertiser. In fact the big
cents.
noon. Interment was made in Rosario erilf
has got them so worked up
advertiser
Seventy-Fiv- e
Pleasure to Face this Music It will cemetery. The Wagner Undertaking
Degrees! The back that many oE them want to run him
be a pleasure to face the music to- Establishment' had charge of the ar- bone of cool weather seems to have f0l. a third term,
been broken and the mercury climbed. ..j read nQt ,ong
night at the High School Glee Club's rangements.
g0 fuat dQWn ln
Note Change of Andrews' Ad Drop to 75 degrees yesterday, bringing joy Brown
concert, and it will only cost you a
the front room
Indiana)
county
in and see the products of our bakery, to the clamorers for "the summer of the
quarter 25 cents.
house a large,
county
poor
G. A. R. Meeting
Regular meeting imder the management of Mr. J. Kern, time." Those who were outside of the cheerful apartment with sun expos-shad- e
tree zone declared that the sun lire and piants in the windows is d
of Carleton Post, G. A. It., Monday our new German baker just from Denactive tanning powers and the Cllpied by a man who for many years
evening, May 2nd. Delegate to be se- ver. Try some of his bread, pies or
lected for annual encampment, De- cakes. We call especial attention to afternoon was a reminder of the south conducted a newspaper that pleased
his German Rye bread. No. 4 F. An- before that mantle of snow and ice everybody.
On the other hand, it's
partment of New Mexico.
to be successful without disap-gree- s
covered it. The minimum was 45 de-- :
High School Concert Tonight To- drews.
and the relative humidity was pointing some of your best friends. So
night is the night of the Glee Club i H. L. Ortiz Goes to Taos Attorney
concert at the high school auditorium. H. L. Ortiz, one of the best known only 25 per cent. The temperature at ii' you can't please all your critics, do
The entertainment will begin promptly interpreters of the territory, has beer, S o'clock this morning was 41 degrees. the next best thing and please your
at S o'clock.
Admission, adults 25 si.mmoned to Taos to act as inter- A year ago today the maximum was 55 subscribers."
... .
.
cents, children 15 cents.
preter at the district court over which and the minimum 34 with 54 per cent j
Death of Mrs. Mike O'Neill Mrs. Judge John R. McFie is presiding. Mr. of sunshine.
There was a trace of- DECIDE TO HOLD FAIR
Mike O'Neill of the Cash Entry mine Ortiz has served as interpreter for rain ana a snow nurry in tne eariy
HERE THIS FALL.
near Cerrillos, southern Santa Fe over 23 years, and has often been se- morning and a sand storm at night.
aint lected as interpreter during sessions
Rio Grande
county, died this forenoon at
Rising Steadily The Horticultural Society Appoint Comat
mittee to Report on Best Place
Albuquerque of the legislature.
Rio Grande river at El Paso was
Joseph's hospital
Uncle Dick is Here The pioneer higher Thursday than it has been any
where she was taken a few days ago.
and Suitable Date.
Concert Tonight The High School Santa Fe engine, Uncle Dick, is doing time this spring. If the present rise
G'.ee Club will give a concert in the switching duty at Santa Fe. In her proves to be the annual
spring freshet, . Santa Fe is to have a fair this fall.
auditorium of the high school tonight day it was- - considered a Mogul and it has arrived several
in advauce This was decided at the meeting of
days
and every lover of music should turn made the first trips over Raton pass, of the usual time. The reclamation .1116 iNew Mexico Horticultural society
out to enjoy the music and incident- but today it is in the pigmy class, but service has received advices from heM in the rooms of the Sant
Fe
ally assist the music makers by swell- despite its thirty years of age is well points along the Rio Grande as far as Water and
Company last night
over by Dr. W. S. Har-port- s
preserved and does its duty valiantly. 100 miles
ing the gate receipts.
up the stream and the re- - and presided
Lots of Mail Of four hundred It is the first time that Uncle Dick
10unrisstate that the river has been
Tlie meeting, although not largely
pounds of mail received at the local has been a visiter in Santa Fe. It is ing steadily for the last few days. This
one
on
of
few
the
240
engines remaining
rstoffice yesterday noon,
pounds
an euthusiastic
is
proved
attributed to the present unusual attneded,
were for the office of the New Mexico the system that has a name.
011eAfter discussing the advantages
which
hot
weather
melted
has
the
Invaded House for Buried Treasure
census supervisor. The local office resnow in the mountains. The flow was of holding a fair here in the latter part
The house of W. W. Crosby at La
ceives more than four hundred pieces
rather
unexpected and the irrigation- - of SeptemberH- a committee consisting
ll of mail
Mesa, Dona Ana county, was entered ists will
daily just now.
Wagner, former Mayor
be kept busy utilizing the of Dr- John
Six O'clock Mass During the spring by persons who dug up the floor to the
D. Sena and the well known hor- j.Tose
wpte?
'
and summer, the first mass at the Ca- depth of several feet in search of
ticulturalist, F. M. Jones, was selected
thedral on Sunday will be celebrated buried treasure. The earth showed
ito rePrt on wnat seems the best
1
TO TAX PAYERSJdate and also the neighborhood for
at 6 o'clock in the morning. The sec- where a large vessel of some kind had
ond mass will be at 9:30 a. m. and the been taken out. The house, now unocAfter April 30, 1910, a penalty of "staging" the fair. It is desired to
third at 10:30 a. ni. The last mass cupied, was formerly the home of
25 per cent will be
added to your have it at a time when everybody can
will be a high mass as usual, with serRamirez, who was supposed to taxes for failing to make your return. attend so that the fair will prove as
mon in Spanish.
have buried quite a sum of mony. It 3ee that your property is listed.
great a success as possible.
To Keep Family From Starving
could not be accounted for after his i
TRIXIDAD ALARID,
Sid Leftwich, of Peaster, Texas, re- death a few years ago.
Assessor.
The New Mexican's Job Printing
Died of a Hemorrhage
ceived a sentence of two and a half
Gray F.
Spells Quality That is what you
years in the penitentiary for the theft Dunlap, son of Dr. George W. Dunlap, Rebound When excellent work can want when you have any
printing
of four sides of bacon, taken, he says former pastor of the Presbyterian be done right at home. Consult the 'done,
for an error or displav of care-Ne'
to
Mexican Bindery.
keep his familv from starving. An church of Las Cruces, but now of PorH
lessness is prejudicial to business.
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trial order or any t hint?

Se-vel-
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WE ARE READY TO "SHOW YOU."

j

F. ANDREWS

Phone No. 4.

flume

11

j

I

j

'

,

SPECIAL
SALE

SPECIAL

LACES & EMBR01PER1ES

SALE

oc-ha-

'

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.

Ae

;

;

j

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

I

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

'

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

uht

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

-

'

'
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SATISFACTION ASSURED

FIRST GLASS
HACK SERVICE
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Made-to-leasu-

N

Garments

re

We ha 7e in our store the mammothj Spriug and Summer Fashion Portfolio of the American Ladies Tailoring
Co. It Pictures in actual color sixty-si- x
styles in tailor

,

made garments, suits, coats, dresses skirts and capes.
The styles are distinctive the very latest creations,
gathered from all the world.
We will show you samples of 238 fabrics both cloth
and silks. And you can liave any garment made to your
measure in any ctoth you select.
An experienced titter, right in our store, will take all
the measurements necessary. The garments will be made
in one of the finest shops in America. They will be made
by the best of man. tailors, under the personal direction
of M. Kayser, an expert of national fame.
We will guarantee satisfaction in fit and style, workmanship and materials. Any garment not right need not
be accepted.
Then you will have garments madetoyoar individual
measure made to tit your figure, style and individuality.
And tnej will cost about hall the usual price charged by
ladies tailors.
You could not at any price get better service. The
saving cotnes through making hundreds ol garments where
the usual tailor makes one.
We can off ar yja all this right here at home through
this ageacy arrangement, In addition, we can now offar
outfit free with any suit. Think what that
you a
means made to measure garments at half usual price,
and a waist and skirt free. For your own sake take advantage of this offer before the makers withdraw it.
two-piec- e

Suit $13.50 to $45.00. Coals $8.00 to $30.00.
Dresses. $9.50 to
Capes, $7.65 to $22.00.
$30.00, Skirts, $5.00 up. 2 Piece Outfit FREE

V

A

At Half Usual Prices
We Show 66 Styles Like
These, also 238 Fabrics.
S3SE8B

Tw

o-Pie-

Outfits Free

ce

No. 308.
An English Ardsley garment. This garment is a combination
of all that is desirable in the new
long tailored coat. The shawl is cut
extremely long, fastening on one side
and faced with black moire. The skirt
of the coat is full side plaited and
is headed by a double row of straps
which connect the long panel effect
to both front and back. These tabs
are finished off at each end with a
large fancy metal button and buttonhole.
This same effect is predominant on the sleeve. t It is not desirable for stout women. The coat is
but can be lined to the hips
or full lined, as desired. Is made up
to 52 inches in length.
un-line-

ini

No. 108. Another Parisian creation,
very dressy in general tone and effect, yet will be found to be a very
sensible walking skirt. There are
three deep plaits at each gore headed
off by a triangular shaped tab which
is piped with silk and trimmed 'with
buttonhole loops and buttons of the
same material. It is youthful in effect, and fits snugly over the hips as
do all the new models. It is finished
on top with a narrow band of skirt material and is without belt.

No. 55. A Baer creation, decidedly
Parisian in tone. The long graceful
reverses and double breasted effect
are distinct departures from the past
season. The shaped collar is made of
basket weave silk, or moire. Strictly
tailored soutache loops and delicate
ivory buttons decorate the revere.
Ivory buttons are used throughout.
Back is slashed on both sides. All
seams are faultlessly double stiched.
Skirt is a 13 gore plain plaited model
cut generously full and stitched down
about 15 inches from the waist line.
The general effect is very chic.
No. 351. The Carmen.
This is a
garment of Spanish origin; is a handsome evening or opera cape. The inverted plait in the back adds to its individuality and helps give the flare
and looseness to the cape which is so
much desired. The garment hangs
gracefully from the shoulders. It has
two large reveres of black moire and
the collar is inlaid with the same material. A fine quality of gilt buttons
are used to trip both collar and revere.
The shoulders are also trimmed with
buttons. The cape is unlined, but may
be fulljined if desired. Is made up to
46 inches in length.

Dont Pay a Penny Until You TRY ON
-

-

-

-

Your Garments

-

-

-

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

-

if

